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Magnetics in the mountains: An approximation for the magnetic response 
from topography

Anyone who has spent time looking at high resolution 
magnetic data from modern volcanic terrains will likely have 
seen topographically induced magnetic anomalies. These are 
anomalies, not from a change in the magnetic properties of 
the ground but from the topography alone. This is illustrated 
in Figure 1, which shows two north-south sections through a 
mountainous area in Papua New Guinea (PNG).

These models were computed using UBC’s MAGFOR3D. The 
modelling assumed an even susceptibility of 0.01 SI for the 
ground, an inclination of -28°, declination of 5.3° and field 
strength of 41,350 nT. The mesh size used was 100 x 100 x 50 m, 
which under-samples the topography. However, at the time this 
exercise was undertaken, in 2013, the best DEM available was 
the 90 m SRTM so the compromise was felt justified. Our current 
practice is to use the 30 m SRTM and 30 x 30 x 15 m voxels, 
unless a better DEM is available.

The field was computed at points in the centre of each voxel. 
The high values in air in the north (red) and low in ground in 
the south (blue) of the sections are edge effects due to not 
padding the model sufficiently in depth. This is in spite of the 
mesh extending 8500 m from the top layer at 3500 m. Padding 

extended for 2.5 km at each end, beyond the area displayed 
in the sections. The 50 m vertical mesh discretisation of the 
topographic surface introduced some noise to the profile, but, 
for our purpose, this can be ignored. For those familiar with the 
highlands of PNG, the range of magnetic values arising from 
the topography is comparable with observed magnetic values. 
Indeed, for this particular area, the measured magnetic field and 
computed field from homogeneous ground with topography 
looked very similar, even down to their amplitudes.

The importance of considering the topography in the 
interpretation is reinforced in Figure 2, which compares 
observed magnetic data against forward modelled topography 
from another project. The forward modelling was again done 
using UBC’s MAGFOR3D.

The images have purposely not been interpolated to blur the 
pixel boundaries so that the resolution of the data can be more 
easily compared. The observed data were collected on 100 m 
spaced flight lines by helicopter with a 30 m terrain clearance 
(∼60 m AGL in this area) and gridded at 20 m cell size. The 
forward modelled topography was computed on a 30 m grid 
with an observation height 60 m above the ground surface with 
a perfect drape (I=-30.7°, D=-0.1°, F=44300nT, k=0.01 SI). One 
could be forgiven for interpreting the observed data as dipolar 
anomalies from bodies with some depth extent. However, 
the forward model suggests that the same response could be 
caused by a flat sheet with steep sides superimposed on a flat 
surface. The correlation between the two is further illustrated in 
Figure 3, which shows a comparison between the two data sets 
along a NS trending profile. The forward modelled topographic 
response has been re-scaled by a factor of 13 times to enable 
it to share the Y axis with the observed data. The SRTM DEM 
topography is shown in blue for reference.

The shape and amplitude match between the two magnetic 
profiles is remarkable. In comparing the two magnetic profiles 
several things need to be remembered. Firstly the forward 
model assumes a perfect drape while the observed data were 
acquired with the pilot’s best effort drape. Secondly, the SRTM 
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Figure 1. Computed magnetic field on two south to north (left to right) sections through homogeneous ground. k=0.01 SI, I=-28 deg V:H=1.
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DEM typically does a poor job of mapping the true shape of 
valleys, particularly where they are steep sided and finally, this 
is a profile through a three dimensional model so there will be 
contributions from off-profile sources.

Re-scaling the forward model by a factor of 13 implies a ground 
susceptibility of 0.13 SI, which is within the range of values we 
could expect for a recent andesite flow in this area.

As a result of this lesson, we always run a forward model of 
topography before interpreting new survey data in areas of high 
relief. Typically the run time for this might be of the order of a 
week to a month, which does not impact on overall production 
if the modelling starts at the same time as the survey design. 
However, a recent survey of over 45 000 line kms in Indonesia 
caused a rethink of this practice, as it was clear that it would 
take between 6 and 8 months to run the forward models, which 
would have to be run in panels because of the way the code 
uses memory.

Integral equation based methods such as used by Potent 
were of no assistance, and although Parker had published a 
Fourier based method to compute the magnetic response 
over topography, it required a plane observation surface, 
not a draped one. While that could have been extended to 
compute multiple plane surfaces and so build a draped surface 

Figure 2. Comparison of observed magnetic data (left) and forward modelled 
topography (right). Images use a linear colour stretch and the graticule has 1 
km sides. The anomalies being discussed are truncated as they lie at the edge of 
the heliborne survey.

Figure 3. Comparison of the two data sets in Figure 2 along a NS profile. Observed data (red) and re-scaled forward modelled topography response (gold), both on 
the left axis in nT, and SRTM topography (blue). Right axis in metres and X axis in metres
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from successive planes, it would fail once the plane hit the 
highest point in the survey as the observation plane had to be 
above the ground. It seemed that the only available empirical 
approach was with the finite element codes, which were going 
to take time. We could send the problem out to a bureau to run 
on a series of clusters, but not many clients are prepared to pay 
for this type of modelling, particularly at bureau rates.

One day, when looking at the sections in Figure 1 and others 
like them, it occurred to me that if I thought of the topographic 
surface as a gravity profile I could generate the modelled 
magnetic field by rotating the topography to an equivalent 
magnetic field using the reverse of Baranov’s pseudo-gravity 
transform – the pseudo-magnetic transform.

Returning to the data set from Figure 2, I applied a pseudomag 
transform to the topography and upward continued it by 60 
m to match the magnetic data and model. Figure 4 shows 
a comparison of the topography, observed magnetic data, 

forward modelled response from a uniform earth and the 
upward continued pseudomag transformed topography. Clearly 
the idea had merit as the pseudomag transformed topography 
image is very similar to the forwarded modelled response from 
a homogeneous earth with topography.

If we re-scale the upward continued, pseudomag transformed 
topography to the same range as the observed data and re-
plot Figure 3 (see Figure 5) we see an excellent match, further 
supporting the potential of this as a fast approximation of the 
topographic response.

The relationship between the size of the topographic anomaly 
and its magnetic response is not always intuitive, and quite 
small hills or shoulders can result in significant magnetic 
anomalies.

As it appears that the pseudomag transform has been 
deprecated or is missing in at least one of the common 
commercial processing packages, it is worth pausing for a 
moment to describe it. The equation for the pseudomag 
transform is derived and given in Blakely (1995) (p347, Eq 12.47 
and 12.48) and in full space form, with all the definitions on the 
same page in Li & Oldenburg (1998) (their Eq 1 and 2). For those 
who prefer to skip the technical part I have included an extract 
of the relevant parts from my source code in Appendix 1. There is 
also an older school F77 version in the excellent USGS Potential 
Field Software package contained in USGS Open-File Report 
97-725. In their 1998 paper Li and Oldenburg describe a logical 
process to derive the conversion constant between gravity data 
and magnetic data. Knowing the conversion constant is only 
relevant in transforming the pseudomag units back to gravity 
units, as you would do after inverting a pseudomag gravity 
dataset to recover density from the pseudo-susceptibility. Prior 
to the Li and Oldenburg paper being published, I also thought 
that the magnetic inversion code might be used to invert 
gravity data, and so I wrote the pseudomag code. The choice 
of parameters for the conversion constant, while different to Li 
and Oldenburg, to my reckoning, followed an equally logical 
process. However, as the constant is applied to both the real 
and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform, it just becomes 
a constant offset in the space domain. When the transform is 
applied to topographic data we are talking about transforming 
meters to nanoTeslas. The physical relationship between the two 
escapes me, so until someone can link the two the value of the 
constant becomes academic.

Li and Oldenburg also discuss problems with noise generated by 
the pseudomag transform, which as you can see from the code 
snip combines a rotation with a power term which behaves in a 
similar way to a second vertical derivative. This noise is partially 
dealt with by the upward continuation to flying height, but can 
be almost completely removed with a Lanczos or Hanning filter 
while doing the FFT. I’ve included the Lanczos and Hanning code 
in Appendix 1 for anyone starting from scratch.

Moving back to the large survey area in Indonesia. Having 
established that the pseudomag transform produced a 
similar result to the forward model, I generated the transform 
for use in the interpretation. It took less than a minute to run 
the process on a 18034 x 7284 SRTM grid covering a much 
larger area than needed for the survey. As a fall back and 
final check, I also generated a forward model that, because 
of the size of the area, had to be broken into 5 blocks. The 
total mesh size was 5624 x 1701 x 144 with observation 
points at the centre of each voxel column. This was started 

Figure 4. Images from the study area of Figure 2 showing; top left, 
topography from SRTM30, top right , observed magnetic field, bottom left, 
calculated magnetic field using MAGFOR3D, bottom right, upward continued, 
pseudomag transformed topography. All images use a linear colour scale.
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before flying commenced, and took eight months to run on 
a dual hexacore with 192 GB of RAM. It finished just as the 
final interpretation was being written up. Both processes 
used a 30 m x 30 m horizontal pixel/voxel size. The forward 
modelling used 15 m thick voxels down to the lowest point 
in the topography, then increased the voxel thickness by 
a factor of 1.1 with depth, to extend the mesh to 3.5 km 
below the lowest point in the topography. As I did not have 
accurate bathymetry, I allowed the model to assume that the 
sea surface was the land surface. Both assume a constant 
drape of 60 m above ground, which tallied with the flying 
height after tree height was added to the measured radar 
altimeter. For the rotated topography this was achieved by 
upward continuing the data by 60 m.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the MAGFOR3D 
generated forward model of the topography for the survey 
block and a pseudomag transform of the 30 m SRTM. The 
panelling and edge effects in the south are evident in the 
modelled data but otherwise the two data sets correlate very 
well. Unfortunately I don’t have permission to show you the real 
magnetic data here, but I can say that having the pseudomag 
transformed topography assisted greatly in the interpretation of 
the magnetic data.

In support of the correlation between the forward modelled 
data and the pseudomag transformed topography, Figure 7 

shows a comparison between the two data sets along a 
NS trending profile through the data. The pseudomag 
transformed topography has been multiplied by 0.032 so that 
it can share an axis with the forward modelled response and 
allow the SRTM topography profile to be included on the right 
hand axis. The differences between the two “magnetic” data 
sets are of the order of a few nanoTeslas, which is well within 
the experimental error.

Because of the edge and panelling effects suffered by the 
forward model it could easily be argued that the transformed 
topography was a better data set to work with – at least from a 
subjective interpretation perspective. Because of the time taken 
to run the forward model in this case, it was the only data set to 
work with.

The re-scaling factor of 0.032 for the pseudomag transformed 
data was derived from a scatter plot of the two data sets – see 
Figure 8.

For the majority of mainland Australia, topography, at the scale 
where it becomes an issue for aeromagnetic interpretation, 
is largely absent. This is not the case for Tasmania, which has 
managed to retain some hills, particularly on the west coast. 
Figure 9 shows a comparison of elevation, from the SRTM 30, 
with observed magnetic data for an area just to the east of 
Waratah. The elevation range here is 900 m, while the range 

Figure 5. North-south profile through the data sets in Figure 4: Left hand axis, observed magnetic data (red), forward modelled data (gold), upward continued 
pseudomag topography (green). Right hand axis; SRTM30 (blue).
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of magnetic values is just under 5000nT. The magnetic survey 
was flown with a terrain clearance of 80 m. Unfortunately the 
line spacing and flying height are not as tight as the previous 
Indonesian examples.

The stippled green area in the topographic image corresponds 
with Tertiary basalt, while most of the high points are Cambo-
Ordovician sandstones. Points of interest are Mt Pearse, the 
arcuate ridge in the south west, and Valentines Peak and 
Companion Hill in the north. Mt Cripps is the V shaped edge to 
the plateau in the south east and the river cutting the plateau 
in the north is the Hellyer River. The infamous hairpin decent 
into the Hellyer Gorge is just off the image to the north east. 
Just to the south west of Mt Pearse the Hatfield and Coldstream 
rivers dig into the basalt sheet to create sharp breakaways. Each 
of those points of interest is associated with a corresponding 
pattern match in the magnetic data, and before drawing lines 
on an interpretation it would pay to understand what has a 
geological source and what is just topography.

Figure 10 shows the forward modelled magnetic data, assuming 
a constant 0.01SI susceptibility and the upward continued, 
pseudomag filtered topography. At the time of the survey, 
the magnetic field in this area had a declination of 13° and 
inclination of -72°. A field strength of 65000 nT was used for the 
forward model.

As we might expect from the previous example, the two data 
sets shape match very well. The forward modelled data shows 
fewer edge effects than the Indonesian example, perhaps 
because the core of the mesh is a little further from the coast in 
this example.

Figure 6. Sun shaded image of topography that has a range of 1800 m 
(top), and comparison of the magnetic field computed from a homogeneous 
earth with topography using MAGFOR3D (middle), and upward continued 
pseudomag transformed topography (bottom). All images use a linear colour 
stretch. Graticule squares depicted are a 20 x 20 km grid.

Figure 7. Comparison of forward modelled topography using MAGFOR3D (red and left axis in nT) with re-scaled pseudomag topography upward continued (gold 
and left axis) and SRTM DEM (blue and right axis).
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Figure 9. Comparison of topography (left) with observed magnetic data (right). Both images use a linear colour stretch and are illuminated from the north. 
Magnetic data courtesy of MRT.

Figure 8. Scatter plot of upward continued pseudomag transformed topography (Y) against forward mag model magnetic field in nT (X) for parts of the model not 
obviously effected by edge effects.
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Figure 10. Comparison between forward modelled topographic response with MAGFOR3D (left) and upward continued, pseudomag transformed topography 
(right). Both images have a linear colour stretch and are illuminated from the north.

Figure 11. East-west profile along flight line 11381 over the Hellyer River. Left hand axis; Observed magnetic data (red), forward modelled topographic response 
(gold) and upward continued pseudomag transformed topography response (green). Right hand axis; SRTM30 (blue).
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The modelled response over the mountains and peaks does 
not look like the observed response, which is both encouraging 
and not unexpected, given that they are sandstone. The gorges, 
however, show on both the observed magnetics and the 
modelled or transformed topography, so one would have to be 
careful in ascribing the magnetic patterns they create to changes 
in geology. This is illustrated in Figure 11 which shows an east 
west profile along flight line 11381 over the Hellyer River. Because 
of the coarse line spacing used for the survey, the observed data 
shown in Figure 11 is the line data, not the gridded magnetic 
data, while the other profiles have been extracted from grids.

The forward modelled response was multiplied by 4.09 to 
scale it to a similar range as the observed data, implying a 
susceptibility of 0.04 SI. This compares with the measured 
range of susceptibilities for the Tertiary basalt here of 0.0078 
to 0.0215 SI (Duffett pers comm). However, the samples also 
showed a relatively high Königsberger ratio of up to 2 in a 
direction that was dominantly normal. A susceptibility of 
0.04 SI is therefore not out of the question, although it seems 
more likely that the magnetic response here is a combination 
of changes in rock susceptibility and topography, which is 
probably a more general case.

The upward continued, pseudomag transformed topography 
was re-scaled to the same range as the observed data using 
a multiplier of 0.2. The modelled data sets contain a higher 
frequency content than the observed data, indicating that I 
have modelled the drape height too low or perhaps too exactly 
for this survey. In this case, the difference between flying height 
and model height might be explained by weathering, which 
will have the dual effect of increasing the apparent flying 
height and low pass filtering the topography. Nevertheless, the 

correlation between the observed, modelled and transformed 
data is impressive, even down to the small anomalies either 
side of the river valley. There are also correlations away from the 
river, which while not obvious in the images shown in Figure 10, 
would have a big impact on any interpretation of these data.

There may be a simple relationship between the value of 
pseudomag transformed topography and modelled response 
that will be dependent on the constant used in the FFT to 
compute the pseudomag transform, the susceptibility and 
field strength used in the forward model, and perhaps the field 
direction used in both. However, I’ll leave that for others to 
solve. For any given area, the transformed data could be scaled 
based on some smaller blocks of forward modelled data or 
even on the observed data itself although that would not give 
you confidence that the susceptibility required to generate the 
anomaly was realistic for the environment being studied. While 
this transform does not replace more rigorous modelling, it 
does give the interpreter a very quick way of knowing whether 
or not topography is likely to be impacting on their data, and for 
very large areas may be the only practical way to evaluate the 
topographic response.

Hopefully this simple transform will improve your next magnetic 
interpretation in areas of strong relief.
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Appendix 1
SUBROUTINE INVF01
!
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! PERFORM THE SPECIFIED OPERATIONS
! - code originally written for a grid stored in row, column order. Converted to Surfer 7 column, row I/O but
! variable names not changed
! - note that X and Y are reversed relative to those given in Blakely - because of the way the fft is stored
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
REAL, PARAMETER :: PI = 3.14159265
REAL, PARAMETER :: TWOPI = 2.0 * PI
REAL, PARAMETER :: DEGRA = PI/180.0
REAL :: DELWX,DELWY
REAL :: XLFAC,YLFAC
REAL :: AI,AD
REAL :: SINI,COSI,SIND,COSD
REAL :: WY,WX,WYSQ,WYSD,WXSQ,WXCD,YLANC,YARG,YHANN,WNUM
REAL :: XLANC,XARG,RLANC,XHANN,RHANN
REAL :: RPOLER,RPOLEI
REAL, PARAMETER :: CMTOG=53.0E-4 ! THIS IS A BIT ARBITRARY - EQUATION IS 
 ! (G*dDEN)/(2PI*dMAG)
 ! WHERE G IS BIG g, dDEN= DENSITY CONTRAST, dMAG=MAG CONTRAST IN nT
 ! TO CONVERT PSEUDO SUSCEPTIBILITY INVERSION TO PSEUDO DENSITY
 ! STARTING WITH A BOUGUER GRAVITY GRID IN um/s^2, PSEUDOMAG AND INVERT USING A FIELD 
 ! STRENGTH OF 60000 nT
 ! THEN MULTIPLY PSEUDO SUSCEPTIBILITY BY 188 TO GET DENSITY CONTRAST, ADD TO
 ! BOUGUER DENSITY TO GET PSEUDO DENSITY. FLIP THE PSUEDOMAG GRID AND INVERT TO GET
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 ! THE NEGATIVE CONTRASTS. JAM KARAT
COMPLEX :: CPOLE
COMPLEX(SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15)) :: CFAC
COMPLEX(SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15)), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: C1
INTEGER :: NXP, NYP
INTEGER :: NYQX,NYQY
INTEGER :: IFLAG,ICOL,IY,IROW,IX

! VALUES FOR LOP(I)
! 1 = LANCOZ
! 2 = HANNING
! 3 = REDUCTION TO THE POLE
! 4 = WITH LOW LATITUDE FILTER
! 5 = DIRECTIONAL FILTER
! 6 = UPWARD/DOWNWARD CONTINUATION
! 7 = VERTICAL DERIVATIVE/INTEGRAL
! 8 = BAND PASS FILTER
! 9 = NOTCH FILTER
! 10 = PSEUDO-GRAVITY TRANSFORM
! 11 = PSEUDO-MAGNETIC TRANSFORM
! 12 = Horizontal X derivative
! 13 = Horizontal Y derivative
! 14 = Horizontal slope
! 15 = Hilbert Transform
! 16 = REDUCTION TO THE EQUATOR
! set up FT parameters

! OPEN THE GRID CONTAINING THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS
! ----> YOUR CODE
NXP = NYF    ! NUMBER OF ROWS IN GRID – GRID ARRAY STORED BY COLUMNS THEN ROWS
NYP = NXF/2  ! NUMBER OF COMPLEX ELEMENTS IN A ROW OF THE GRID
!ALLOCATE MEMORY
ALLOCATE(C1(NYP),STAT=IASTAT)
IF (IASTAT.NE.0) THEN
 IDUM=(2*NYP)*4
 WRITE (OUTMESS,’(“PROBLEM ALLOCATING “,I15,” BYTES OF MEMORY TO COMPLEX &
 &ARRAY”)’)IDUM
 CALL WERRORBOX(OUTMESS,OUTSUB)
END IF
!
! CHECK THAT IT IS A FREQUENCY DOMAIN GRID - 2nd VALUE IN FIRST COLUMN IS ALWAYS
! ZERO !!!!!!
! READ A ROW FROM THE GRID INTO C1
! ----> YOUR CODE
IF (ABS(AIMAG(C1(1))) > EPSILON(AIMAG(C1(1)))) THEN
 WRITE(OUTMESS,’(A,G15.7)’)TRIM(FILEFREQ)//’ DOES NOT LOOK LIKE A FREQUENCY DOMAIN &
 & GRID. CHECK YOUR INPUTS DC IMAGINARY IS ’,AIMAG(C1(1))
 CALL WERRORBOX(OUTMESS,OUTSUB)
END IF
NYQX = NXP/2 + 1
NYQY = NYP/2 + 1
DELWX = TWOPI/NXP
DELWY = TWOPI/NYP
XLFAC = PI/ NYQX
YLFAC = PI/ NYQY
!
! set operation constants
AI=0.0
AD=0.0
IF (LOP(10)) THEN
 AI = PINCL * DEGRA
 AD = (-PDECL+90.0) * DEGRA
ELSE IF (LOP(11)) THEN
 AI=PMINCL*DEGRA
 AD=(-PMDECL+90.0) * DEGRA
END IF
SINI = SIN(AI)
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COSI = COS(AI)
SIND = SIN(AD)
COSD = COS(AD)
COSA = COS(AZIMR)
SINA = SIN(AZIMR)
! initialize operation factors
!
IFLAG = 1
CFAC = CMPLX(1.0_8,0.0_8,8)
!
! process each ROW
DO IROW = 1,NYF
 MODE=1
 CALL GRDROW(LUHFREQ,MODE,NXF,IROW,ITYPEF,C1)
 IF(MOD(IROW,50) .EQ. 1) THEN
 CALL GSTATUS(IROW,NYF)
 ENDIF
 ! set operation factors for this ROW
 IX = IROW - 1
 IF (IROW > NYQX) IX = IX - NXP
 WX = IX * DELWX
 WXSQ = WX * WX
 WXCD = WX * COSD
 XLANC = 1.0
 XARG = IX * XLFAC
 IF (XARG .NE. 0.0) XLANC = SIN(XARG) / XARG
 XHANN = 0.5 * (1.0 + COS(WX))!
 ! process each COLUMN
 DO ICOL = 1,NYP
 !
 ! branch if first COLUMN OF FIRST ROW - DC component
 IF (IFLAG.EQ.1) THEN
  IFLAG = 2
 ELSE
 !
  ! set operation factors for each COLUMN
  IY = ICOL - 1
  IF (ICOL .GT. NYQY) IY = IY - NYP
  WY = IY * DELWY
  WYSQ = WY * WY
  WNUM = SQRT(WXSQ + WYSQ)
  CFAC = CMPLX(1.0_8,0.0_8,8) 
  !
  ! Lanczos
  IF (LOP(1)) THEN
   YLANC = 1.0
   YARG = IY * YLFAC
   IF (YARG .NE. 0.0) YLANC = SIN(YARG) / YARG
   RLANC = XLANC * YLANC
   CFAC = CFAC * RLANC
  END IF
  !
  ! Hanning
  IF (LOP(2)) THEN
  YHANN = 0.5 * (1.0 + COS(WY))
  RHANN = XHANN * YHANN
  CFAC = CFAC * RHANN
  END IF
  !
  ! PSEUDO-GRAVITY TRANSFORM
  IF (LOP(10)) THEN
   WYSD = WY * SIND
! NB COMMENTED OUT LINES DO SAME AS ACTIVE LINES
! COMMENTED LINES ARE IN USGS FORMAT
!    RPOLER = WNUM*SINI**2-((COSI * (WXCD + WYSD))**2)/WNUM
!    RPOLEI = 2*SINI*COSI * (WXCD + WYSD)
!    RDENOM = 1.0/(RPOLER**2+RPOLEI**2) 
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!    RPOLEI = COSI * (WXCD + WYSD) / WNUM**2
   RPOLER = SINI*WNUM
   RPOLEI = COSI * (WXCD + WYSD)
    CPOLE=CMPLX(RPOLER,RPOLEI)
!   CPOLE=CMPLX(RPOLER,RPOLEI)/RDENOM
   CPOLE = 1.0 / (CPOLE * CPOLE)
   CFAC = CFAC * CPOLE*CMTOG
  END IF
  !
  ! PSEUDO-MAGNETICS TRANSFORM
  IF (LOP(11)) THEN
   WYSD = WY * SIND
! NB COMMENTED OUT LINES DO SAME AS ACTIVE LINES
! COMMENTED LINES ARE IN USGS FORMAT
!   RPOLER = SINI*WNUM
!   RPOLEI = COSI * (WXCD + WYSD)
   RPOLER = WNUM*SINI**2-((COSI * (WXCD + WYSD))**2)/WNUM
   RPOLEI = 2*SINI*COSI * (WXCD + WYSD)
   CPOLE=CMPLX(RPOLER,RPOLEI)
!   CPOLE = 1.0 / (CPOLE * CPOLE)
   CFAC = CFAC * CPOLE/CMTOG
  END IF!
  ! multiply coefficients by operation factor
  END IF
  C1(ICOL) = C1(ICOL)* CFAC
 END DO!
 ! write updated ROW C1 to output grid
 ! ----> YOUR CODE
END DO
DEALLOCATE(C1)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE INVF01
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